The following combinatorial problem, which arose in game theory, is solved here: To tind a selt of vertices of ;P given size (in t.k nxube) which has a maximal number sf interconnecting edges,
The combinatorial problem
Let C,l denote the fldimensional cube, and let V = V(Cn) be the set of its vertices.
For any S, TC if, ltrt E(S, T) denote the set of all edges connecting S and T, and let E(s) stand for E(S, S). For any finite set A, let IRf be the number of elements in ,4.
Let k be a given intep,er, 3 < k G Zn.
Problem 1.1. Maximize Il:'fS)I subject to the condition Isf = k. Problem 1.2. Minimize IE(S, V \ S)I subject to the condition IS! = XII.
We will denote the maximum of Problem 1 .I by&(e) and the minimum of Problem 1.2 by g,(k). Problem 1.2 arose in game theolry in connection with the Banzhaf vaIue (see Section 3). The intuitive meaning of the two problems is as follows. In Problem 1 a 1, one is looking for a "closely knit" set of vertices of a given size, i.e., a set with a mnximaI number of inter-connecting edges. As for Problem 1.2, the object is to minimize the number of external connections, again for a set of ver Gces of a given size.
oblems are equivalent, in ihe following sense.
t S be any set of k vertices of the n-cube. Then the total numes ' emanating" from the members of'S is n 8 k ; hence 2IE(S)) + IE(S, V \ S)I = fl l k , :lkm which the proposition follows imlmediately.
Far any non-negative integer i, let h(i) denote the sum of its bh-vy digt& i.e., the number of ones there, 'We will now define a class of sets of vertices which will solve these o problems. The definition will be by induction on the number of elements of the set.
The set S with 151 = k lis;good if (i) k = f , or (ii) 2K < k < r+' and there is an (r + l)4imensional cube C,+ i 3nd a partition of it into two vertex-disjoirft r&imensional cubes c,! and CF, such that S is the union of a good set of k --2r vertices from ci and of the set of at1 2' vertices of Cf.
E.g+ 9 if the vertices of Cn * 3 denoted as 0, 1,2, . . . . 2" -1 in the usual way (ix., an edge connects two vertices if md only if their corresponding numbers differ in the binary representation by exactly one digit), then {OT I, ,--, ,k -8) is a good set of k vertices.
rem t A. For any n and k satis~j&g
iewd for all good sets S with 1st = k.
The two theorems are equivalent by Proposition 1.3; hence we will prove only Theorem 1.4 (in the next section).
(ii) The maximum in Problem 1.1 is independent sr'n.
Proof of the thawems
We define inductively the function F on the set of positive integers
2. I. Let k be a positi??e irrtuger. a& let 2'
(ii) F(K) = Z$__$ /r(i).
We first have "to sprove the follcwing lemmas.
Roof. On both sides we have! the sum of the binary digits of I consecutive integers. The kth digit appears periodically as 2" zeroes and 2k ones. Hence the minimum number of cxxs is attained when beginning with 0, which is true for all k, and hence proves the lemma. Proof. The proof is the same as for the previous lemma, maximizing here the number of ones.
h(i)=r=

2'-' . i=o
Roof. Each of the r binary digits is equ1a.l to one for exactly 2'-' numbers.
Proof of Brqmsiticm 2.1. For k = 1 the proposition hoids.
Let k = 2" + S, where 0 < s G 2') and assume that we have proved (i) ;mJ (ii) for aJlf integers less than k. ' First: we will prove [i), i.e., for alny 0 < adz G 4 k we have tc show that SQ 1: ~n < s. Using the induction.hypothesis we get that ( f ) is equivalent to
h(i) -(s --tn) < "2 h(i) . i= zr i=zifl
But h(i) -1 == h(i -P) for all 2' C i < It'+ l , hence we have to prove that S-I&f-1
which is true by Lemma 2.2. Ccrse2:s<mG 2rp1 .AsinCase l,wegetfrom(I),
Snce It(i) + 1 = Mi + 2'-' ) for all i < 2'1' , and m -1 C 2f" ' b it follows from Lemma 2.3 &at the inequaiity holds in this case tcro. which is (1). Hence (i) is proved, and (ii) follows immediately using Lemma 2.4, which proves the proposition. If S is a good set for k, where 2' < k < 2'+l, then from the definition of a good set and applying the same arguments as above, we get IH.SjI = IE(S (1 UC; ))I + IE(S R V(C," ))I + (k --2') = F(k -2') + F(2') t k -2' = F(k) , which proves the theorem.
